
The Art of Comfort Heating
Inspired by the architecture around us.
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Freedom Of Choice
Available in 2 distinctive series, the energy saving ECO2S 

or the designer ComfortCraft with mechanical controls.

-Smart Energy-Saving Design
-2-Stage Heating: Automatically  
 Uses Lowest Wattage Needed
-Infrared Remote Control
-Timer & Summer Fan Only Mode

-Modern Curved Design
-Mechanical Thermostat
-Selector Switch: Fan/Heat/Off

Perfect For Rustic, Down-to-Earth Living Spaces.
Oiled Bronze is a traditionally inspired finish that finds its style rooted in Old World character, but 

also heavily in the Arts & Crafts movement—Oiled Bronze works exceptionally well with ornate, 

handmade, craftsman-style furnishings.

Old World Charm
An Ideal choice for luxury buildings outfitted 

with oiled bronze hardware.

OILED BRONZE



Popular in Spaces with Country Charm 
as Well as For Traditional Decor.
From farmhouse style with creamy walls and cabinets to buildings with lighter wood trim, 

and natural materials in neutral tones like cream or beige, Almondine is your best bet. 

Offering a cool country look that blends in with your decor better than white.

Traditional
Ideal for a traditional look that incorporates 

creamy tones and off-white walls.

ALMONDINE

Freedom of Color
You know what it feels like when you walk into 

a well-designed building. You can sense how 

everything feels cohesive and put together. 

It feels just right.

Create the look and feel that is right. Combine 

colors, materials, lighting, and now even designer 

heating fixtures to achieve the ambiance that fits 

both your ideas and your building. Choose from 

one of our 4 dynamic designer colors, inspired by 

the acrhitecture around us.

American Made Durability
We believe 60 Years of Experience Matters. 

King products have been made in Seattle, WA since 1958.

Powder Coated 
For Long Lasting Color
Consisting of a dry powder that is electrostatically applied 

and then cured under heat to allow it to flow and form a 

“skin” on the metal. Powder coating is thermally bonded 

to the metal substrate which provides superior adhesion 

and prevents chipping.

White Dove Almondine

Satin Nickel Oiled Bronze



Classic Approach
An Ideal choice if you have all white walls & decor 

or want to match your trim, baseboard and crown molding.

The Quintessential Finish, Elevated. 
Always Popular and Easy to Match Any Décor.
Impeccable style defines this classic, softly shaded white. Light and luminous. Inspired by the 

classic lines of traditional American design, White Dove adds a statement of subtle elegance 

to a building’s décor.  Bring a designer accent to any room, without stealing the spotlight.  

WHITE DOVE

The Brushed Silver Hues Flatter 
and Compliment Any Décor Style. 
Satin Nickel saw its rise to popularity alongside the Victorian and Mid-Century Modern design 

movements. It prefers to live among bold, geometric shapes and patterns, bright solid colors 

and edgy, unconventional furniture.

SATIN NICKEL

A Touch of Modern
An Ideal choice for modern spaces outfitted 

with satin nickel hardware.
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